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Discrete variable quantum optics stands as one of the most prominent platform for quantum
cryptography with an increasing number of promising out-of-the-laboratory implementations [1,
2].

The quest for competitive systems, compatible with future practical applications, has pro-
moted huge developments concerning both photonic sources [3, 4] and detection systems [5, 6].
Nevertheless, a critical point is still represented by experimental operation rates. Time multiplex-
ing techniques allows in principle to pump photonic sources at rates in the gigahertz regime [7].
However, a strong limitation to ultra-fast operation lies in timing errors at the detection stage.
Detection timing jitters introduce random variations in the time delay between the photon arrival
time and the time at which the output electrical signal is delivered: important jitters can thus
lead to counts associated with a given optical clock cycle to appear as temporally indistinguish-
able from those corresponding to neighbouring ones [6]. Accordingly, limited resolution directly
affects the quality of any time-correlated single photon counting or quantum state engineering
operations [7].

In anticipation to further technological advances as well as in the perspective of promoting
future conceptual developments on existing quantum communication protocols, it is thus ex-
tremely pertinent to correctly describe the effects of detectors’ timing performances. Despite a
huge number of papers reporting the experimental time response of photon-counting devices [6],
to our knowledge, no quantum description taking into account these effects has been developed
so far.

We explicitly address this point by providing a theoretical model able to describe the temporal
behaviour of standard single photon detectors affected by non negligible timing jitter and in
presence of dead-time.

We will adopt the formalism of positive operator-valued measurements (POVM) [8]. This
approach has already been employed to describe detector with photon-number abilities and has
been successfully used to experimentally investigate the characteristics of unknown single photon
detectors [9]. A first step towards the description of timing-effects in terms of POVM has been
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recently performed by including dead-time effects in the description of standard single-photon
detectors [10].

We propose a new model exploiting a multi-mode formalism to describe temporal degrees of
freedom to fully describe timing-resolution effects in on/off detector by a POVM, taking into
account the effect of dead-time and finite detection efficiency. Based on the analysis of probability
distribution for the measurement results in the case of different temporal distribution for the
photons at the detector input we reconstruct by linearity the POVM. We then apply our results
to the quantitative study of timing jitter effect on some usual quantum optics experiments, such
as coincidence measurements. As for an example, this fully quantum approach allows expressing
the density matrix of a heralded photon explicitly, and taking into account the imperfections of
the heralding detector.

Our study can be easily generalized to detection systems involving multiplexing strategies
where different detectors are used in parallel such as in photon number resolving schemes.
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